
APIX™ is the only Excel Add-in you’ll ever need.  

The APIX™ platform allows 
Microsoft Excel to be used 
as a runtime application, 

enabling the consumption 
of cloud-based services as 

native Excel functions.

With the APIXTM platform, API providers can:

APIX.XL™ is an Excel Add-in that 
exposes APIs as native Excel functions 
and includes authentication and 
connectivity to API gateways. 

• APIX.XLTM automatically discovers any API 
with an associated Swagger document 
in the user’s API gateway and converts 

• A free version of APIX.XL™ is customizable up 
to 3 API endpoints. An enterprise version with 
unlimited API use is available for licensing. 

What is the APIX.XLTM Add-In?

–POST
–GET
–PUT
–PATCH

Seamlessly expose 
APIs as native 
Excel functions 

Dynamically expose new 
APIs or new versions 
of existing APIs

Provide downloadable 
applications packaged as 
simple Excel templates

Automatically notify users 
when new or updated APIs 
and apps are available

Collect API- and app-
usage metrics to enhance 
the end-user experience

Support streaming 
and event-based data 

www.ness.com/APIX



APIX™ is the only Excel Add-in you’ll ever need.  

Client Success Stories About Ness

APIX™ allowed Tudor 
Investment Corporation 
to integrate APIs in Excel 
without writing and 
managing custom code.

APIX™ enabled a Top 3 
US Bank to create an 
Open Banking delivery 
channel for its customers’ 
treasury departments.

A TOP 3 US BANK

By whitelabeling APIX™, 
Xignite’s CloudAddin allows 
power users to easily 
extract and integrate 

APIX.XL™ includes a 
fully functional template 
that demonstrates how 
API providers can offer 

custom user experiences 
to their customers. 

DE VELOPER MIND SE T

Power Excel User
• Prefers access to rich datasets via APIs

• Prefers to build modeling and analysis tools

• Uses Excel to build custom workbooks

BUSINES S MIND SE T

Functional Excel User
• Prefers access to rich datasets via APIs

• Prefers pre-built, custom templates

• Uses Excel primarily for visualization 

Cater To Different Users Within Your Clients’ Organizations With APIX.XLTM

www.ness.com/APIX

Ness Digital Engineering designs, builds, and integrates digital platforms and 
enterprise software that help organizations engage customers, differentiate 
their brands, and drive profitable growth. Our customer experience designers, 
software engineers, data experts, and business consultants partner with clients 
to develop roadmaps that identify ongoing opportunities to increase the value 
of their digital solutions and enterprise systems. Through agile development of 
minimum viable products (MVPs), our clients can test new ideas in the market 
and continually adapt to changing business conditions—giving our clients the 
leverage to lead market disruption in their industries and compete more 
effectively to grow their business.


